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Ebaco

Specialized Surfaces for
Sports, Education and other areas
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What we do
Ebaco is a leading provider of flooring and
furniture products and services for specialized
industries such as sports, education, healthcare
and commercial areas.
We represent a range of top brands from Europe and other
parts of the world. Ebaco handles the entire value chain from
sourcing, procurement to installation and customer service in house
to maximize the quality we provide our customers. Furthermore,
our trained sales team provides consulting services that allow our
customers to choose the right combination of products and services.

Who we are
Ebaco was established in Germany in 1973, as a company focused
on surfaces. Through hard work and outworking the competition,
the company eventually became a multi-national with offices in
Europe, the US, the Middle East and Asia. In the 1980s, furniture
was also added to the mix and become a second major line for the
company. In the 1990s, the company became one of the largest
sellers and exporters of floor coverings in the world.
Today, the company has offices in multiple countries and
services countries that add up to 25% of the worlds population.
The company has over 30 relationship managers who work with
customers to choose the right products and services for them.
Many more team members work on the execution side to ensure
perfect execution.

What we believe in
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Our mission is to be the most respected company in the commercial
surfaces and furniture industry by consistently matching our promises
with our actions to ensure the customer gets the right product and
service at the right price. We are able to do this because of the
quality of people we have, our continuous learning culture, and our
relentless focus on customer satisfaction.

Service

Our values are very important to us: It is what we live by on a day to

No matter how good the product is, if it is not installed properly,

day basis. We believe in:

if there is no proper maintenance or customer service, then what is
the purpose of spending more on a high end product. Ebaco has a

Continuous learning

strong team work based culture with experts in each area that can

As a company we believe in the highest levels of performance, and

ensure that your surface can be enjoyed for a long time. If there are

Why work with us
Trust, quality and performance: that is what Ebaco has offered its
global clientele for over 40 years; that is why we have had sales
over one billion US dollars, and a corporate history of close to half

constant learning to ensure we stay relevant in a changing world

any problems, we are there to help you out always.

Character

Experience

We believe that each Ebaco team member should showcase high

We have been involved with specialized surfaces internationally for

levels of ethics, professionalism and respect for others

a long time. When you work with us, you know that you are working
with a company that has 45 years experience. We perform for you

Running together

and help you avoid unnecessary costs.

We embrace a culture of teamwork where we combine our collective
strengths to meet aspirational goals that we set for ourselves

a century; and that is why our customers keep on coming back

Empowerment

to us. Why do customers like working with us?
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We stick to our values
Ebaco believes in integrity, and doing the job right every time and
we don’t deviate from our values. That consistency is what keeps
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customers loyal and allows us to attract new customers.

Customer value addition
Ebaco takes a consulting approach to sales by understanding our
customers needs and recommending them options so that they
can make the best decision for themselves. After all, our customers
will be using the product afterwards not us. Because of our large
product range and well trained sales team, we can help you make
the right choice.
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Each Ebaco team member is empowered from the day they
join-In doing so, we hope to provide an overall better experience
for our customers

Making a difference
We believe in ensuring our customers get the right solutions so
that they can for example educate children more effectively and
help people lead healthier life styles by engaging in sports.
Equally we believe in giving back to those who are less fortunate
than us through donations to underprivileged schools.

Sports
Ebaco is one of the top global sports infrastructure providers. We offer a quality
range of products/services for every type of sport including football, tennis,
basketball, cricket, badminton, hockey, skating, track and field, table tennis, etc.
Sports surfaces and the vendor that will install the product have to be chosen
carefully to avoid issues with injury, downtime and upset customers. When you
choose Ebaco you are choosing the best advice, the highest quality, and the
best service.

Indoor sports surfaces
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Sports vinyl

Poly urethane floor

Sports vinyl is one of the most popular products
used for sports today due to its versatility, ease of
maintenance and vibrant colors. With Ebaco sports
vinyl, you have a product with multiple benefits
including high quality construction, multiple colors,
internationally certified (BWF, FIBA), warranty of up
to 10 years and multiple thickness’ with different
price points.

Ebaco rubber flooring is a tough rubber roll product
and is used in areas where there is a lot of abrasion
or where heavy weights or machines are used.
Rubber is a tough and acoustically good product.
It is imported and comes with a 5 year warranty
if properly maintained but can easily last 10 years.
We suggest using it in weight lifting areas in
conjunction with our sports vinyl flooring for
non weight lifting areas.

Vinyl strips
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Ebaco vinyl strip is a multi purpose floor that
provides a wooden look and finish but has the
advantages of vinyl. It is great for any kind of
commercial project and comes in thickness of
3mm with a PUR coating and with different wear
layer thickness’. In countries where water/termites
and maintenance can be a problem, the flexibility
and characteristics of this product provide you
with a huge advantage.

Rubber flooring
Ebaco rubber flooring is a tough rubber roll product
and is used in areas where there is a lot of abrasion
or where heavy weights or machines are used.
Rubber is not normally as attractive a floor as some
of the other products we have, but it is tough and
acoustically good. Our product is imported and
comes with a 5 year warranty if properly maintained
but can easily last 10 years. We suggest using it in
conjunction with our vinyl flooring for gym areas,
with this product being used for heavy weight areas.

Wooden flooring
Ebaco wooden flooring is a high quality 72mm thick
maple wood floor that is used for squash and other
multi-purpose areas. Wooden floor is a high quality
option for any indoor sports arena as long as you
are able to maintain it properly and install it only in
the correct places. Wooden floors can last up to
20 years. Ebaco provides turnkey squash option as
well including the walls, glass and flooring.
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Outdoor sports surfaces
Acrylic flooring
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Our acrylic flooring is a multi-purpose surface for
almost any outdoor use. It is colorful, customizable
and comes with or without cushioning and with a
great price. It is the most common product used for
outdoor usage and gives a great aesthetic look to
your sports facility. It normally comes in 5, 7 and 9
layers and is ITF approved.

Poly urethane flooring

Athletic tracks

Ebaco rubber flooring is a tough rubber roll product
and is used in areas where there is a lot of abrasion
or where heavy weights or machines are used.
Rubber is a tough and acoustically good product.
It is imported and comes with a 5 year warranty if
properly maintained but can easily last 10 years.
We suggest using it in weight lifting areas in
conjunction with our sports vinyl flooring for non
weight lifting areas.

Ebaco has multiple options in athletic tracks
including full PUR, sandwich, spray and epdm
running tracks. The first three are IAAF approved
and certified and can be used in competition levels
up to Olympic games, while the epdm running
tracks are more for recreational jogging, walking and
running. Our athletic tracks are European as quality
is critical in choosing a running track. Life spans are
10 to 15 years for any Ebaco running track.

EPDM / Rubber tiles

PP tiles

EPDM rubber and rubber tiles are primarily used for
children play areas. Ebaco offers you both a loose
lay EPDM insitu product or rubber tiles. EPDM has
the advantages of allowing customized designs and
provides a longer life span, while rubber tiles are
cheaper while offering the same critical fall height as
the epdm product. The difference comes down to
aesthetics/quality versus price points.

PP tiles are a recently invented sports product,
which are used in high impact areas where longevity
is critical. PP tiles are made up of plastic compounds
and moulded into a tile with interlocking features.
PP tiles can provide better durability than other
outdoor multi-purpose floors while providing more
flexibility as the tiles can be moved. Our PP tiles are
ITF approved and can be used for multi-sport usage
outdoors. A lifespan of 10 to 15 years is possible.
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Artificial turf
Artificial turf is the only surface to use for playing
sports such as football, hockey, cricket, and golf.
It is also increasingly being used for tennis and
volleyball. Turf is becoming more popular as it does
not need to be watered as much as real grass,
and maintenance costs are much lower. Each sport
has its own type of turf, and Ebaco with its trained
consultants can help advise you on the right option.
Our products come from both Europe and the
Far East and have life spans of up to 10 to 15 years.
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Furniture
Ebaco offers our customers both indoor and
outdoor sports furniture to complete your sports
facility. On the indoor side, you can choose from
telescopic seating which allows for better space
usage, or standard bleacher seating. On the outdoor
side, multiple types of bleacher seating is available
from both Europe and Asia depending on budget,
quality and the aesthetics.

Education
Children are our future: shouldn’t we invest in the right quality facilities,
which allow them to learn and flourish and create a more equitable society.
Ebaco can offer you a package of flooring and furniture to ensure that your
school provides a safe, high quality and vibrant place for children to learn.
By providing you with a one stop shop for furniture and flooring products
and services, we help you save management time and resources.
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Surfaces
Ebaco offers a range of products from Europe for
every part of your eucation facility. We will help you
choose the right product for each specific area: for
classrooms colors might be more critical, for libraries
perhaps acoustic properties and for corridors, high
abrasion resistance properties might be required.
We can provide you with a one stop shop for all
your services and products.
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We offer the following products
for schools
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Acoustical vinyl and rubber floorings for
classrooms, libraries and auditoriums

n

High abrasion resistant vinyl and rubber
floorings for corridors, cafeterias

n

Chemical stain resistant vinyl floorings
for labs

n

Vibrant vinyl floors for pre-school and
children areas

n

Vinyl strips for multi-purpose areas such
as office and administrative areas

n

Linoleum floorings for multi-purpose areas

Furniture
Ebaco can supply you with the entire furniture
requirements for your school. We have worked
with our customers on classrooms, libraries,
auditoriums, admininstrative and operational
areas, cafeterias, computer labs and other areas.
Our furniture comes from different partners around
the world and the right source of supply depends
on the budget, the quality and technical details and
the look and functionality of the product. Ebaco
will help you understand the differences, and then
ensure that the execution meets your requirements.

Healthcare
With current lifestyles and the aging of many populations, developing
quality healthcare facilities are critical for our society. As in education and
sports, Ebaco can offer you a one stop shop for both floorings and furniture
allowing you to choose from options and solutions that will help you build
the right healthcare facility. The difference between well designed and
constructed facilities and those that are not can be large in terms of long
term costs such as negative patient outcomes. Ebaco invests extensively in
its execution capabilities to ensure that patients have as healthy and safe a
place as possible.

Surfaces

Furniture

Floorings for healthcare are critical to ensure a safe
and high quality environment, which will reduce
the risk of pathogens spreading. Ebaco healthcare
floors are made in Europe giving you peace of mind
that you are buying high quality products that will
protect your customers and enhance the brand.
Furthermore, our installation quality is high to ensure
that bacteria and pathogens can not live as easily in
the floor.

Ebaco offers you furniture that will help give your
hospital an aesthetic look thereby making your
patients feel happier and more positive. We have
hundreds of design concepts that we can supply
for every part of the hospital from the patient
rooms, to waiting areas, cafeteria and administrative
and office areas. We don’t just provide you with
the products, but also do installation and help you
with the maintenance process.
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We offer
n Vinyl and rubber floors for patient rooms
n

Vinyl and rubber floors for high abrasion areas
such as corridors

n

Vinyl wall coverings to protect against
pathogens on the wall

n

Vinyl floorings for conductive areas
such as operating theaters

n

Bacteria killing vinyl floors for critical areas such
as preoperative areas, emergency rooms and
prenatal areas

n

Linoleum floorings for multi-purpose areas
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Commercial
surfaces
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Besides the three core areas of sports, education and healthcare, Ebaco has a
range of flooring products, which can be provided for other types of projects.
We work with customers in the hospitality industry, FMCG, commercial and
large scale residential developments. Products that we can offer include:

Carpet tiles for commercial purposes
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Ebaco offers European and Far Eastern tiles made
from different yarns including nylon 6.6, nylon 6,
and PP. Standard and printed carpet tiles can be
supplied as well in various constructions

Woven and printed carpets for
hospitality purposes
Ebaco supplies specialized customized carpets
for rooms, corridors and ballroom and entrance
areas. wool, nylon 6.6, and nylon 6 options are
all available in various constructions

Wooden laminates for residential
and commercial purposes
Ebaco provides European and Far Eastern laminates
with different AC ratings and a multitude of design
options. Ebaco laminates provide the look of a
wooden floor but at a lower price

Wooden floorings for residential
and commercial purposes
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Ebaco offers both solid wood and engineered
wood floors for commercial and residential projects.
A large variety of wood species with different
technical details are possible

Vinyl flooring for residential
purposes
Ebaco has a wide range of European vinyl floorings
with or without cushioning and in various thickness
and technical details for residential developments.
Due to its ease of maintenance and high variety
of designs, Ebaco vinyl floors are becoming
increasingly popular for residential purposes.
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